Automate workflows to ensure quicker and smoother delivery of accommodations

Modernize the accommodation request process with a fully ADA-compliant interface that allows students to seamlessly submit requests, connect with note-takers, have assistive devices checked out electronically and more. We’ve made over half a million students’ lives easier with the user experience and simplicity they expect.

Eliminate endless manual processes with the ability to approve accommodation requests online, ensure fast and cohesive communication between colleagues, and easily track accessibility resources like test room availability and device inventory.

WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“The Note-Taker system allows us to track volunteer note-takers, track requests from students for the note-taking service, and make matches between them on the fly... The whole process is much more efficient and convenient for everyone!”

Georgia Southern University
WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“In the past, we used valuable student employee hours to tally and tabulate data as needed; now, this information takes me less than 2 minutes to collect through the Reporting module!”
Maryville University

UNPARALLELED CUSTOMER SERVICE

We hire our support staff directly from the higher education field to ensure that they’re experts at answering the exact questions you’ll have.

FEATURES

ADA & 508 Compliance
Accommodation Request Management
Note-Taker Network
Alternative Testing Room Management
Equipment & Assistive Devices Checkout
Appointment Management
Insightful Reporting

Accommodate delivers sophisticated integration with ERP’s and student information systems via web services, API’s, sFTP, and other methods. The product also connects with Google or Outlook calendars to display accurate staff and test room availability.

UNMATCHED SECURITY

We don’t just “comply” with security standards. We’re the only service provider in our space who has achieved a level of security, accountability and process maturity to achieve ISO-9001, SSAE-16, and CMMI Level 3 and ISO 27001 certifications.
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